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CRETAN HOLIDAYS, an established brand name in the Greek Tourism industry with 50 years of operation, is active 
in 12 major Greek destinations and serving more than 500.000 guests annually.   
Our long experience and extensive know-how in the field, enable us to constantly deliver high level products & 
services at the most competitive rates. Our service portfolio includes but is not limited to Charter Operation 
Handling, Hotel Contracting Support, Flash Sales, Transfers (own bus fleet), Excursions, Groups & MICE, Shorex, 
Destination Weddings, Special Interest Travel, Car Rental and Representative Services.  
Furthermore, we have 3 privately owned Hotels (Paralos Kosta Mare, Paralos Venus Suites and Paralos Lifestyle 
Beach), located in prime holiday resorts, offering the highest standard of amenities and services.  
 
We provide innovative technology solutions, allowing us to dynamically respond to rapidly evolving market 
changes. We have developed advanced interfaces, XML connections, White label services and a privately-run ERP 
system, to accommodate all the requirements in terms of online booking processes. 
 
CRETAN HOLIDAYS, attested by its numerous successful and long-term partnerships, always stands for reliability 
and professionalism. Our experienced multilingual team is committed to meet and exceed our partners’ goals and 
expectations.  Since the early days, excellence in Customer Service has always been the company’s guiding principle 
and will remain our core value during the further expansion of our business activities.   
 
Cretan Holidays is a member of K. BADOUVAS S.A – privately owned Group of Companies, which operates in 
multiple segments of the travel industry and comprises the below companies, complementing one another to 
provide complete and unique opportunities for our partners’ operation in Greece. Our partners benefit from key 
advantages due to the purchasing power of our Group, while we retain personal service that both our partners and 
mutual customers deserve.  
 
 
PARALOS HOSPITALITY  www.paraloshospitality.com 
A newly established Hotel Management Company, offering a range of outstanding management services including, 
sales and marketing, operation, F&B, Human resources, supplies, monitoring and evaluation.  
A new concept of innovation, progress, and development in hospitality management with authentic values and 
practices. The hotel portfolio currently consists of 4 hotels, which are all privately owned properties of K. Badouvas 
S.A. and 1 new project in progress.  
 
 
AUTOCANDIA  www.autocandia.gr 
One of the leading car rental companies in Greece, providing a wide range of car rental services, with more than 
1.000 owned cars at its disposal. Head offices are based in Heraklion-Crete, and rental stations are operated all 
over Greece (Athens, Thessaloniki, Chalkidiki, Kalamata, Rhodes, Kos, Corfu, Zante, Santorini, Mykonos, Crete 
(Heraklion, Rethymnon, Chania, Agios Nikolaos, Agia Galini, Hersonissos). 
The fleet consists of the newest vehicle models ranging from small basic (economy) cars to Jeeps, SUV’s, minibuses, 
and luxury cars. Safety and reliability, combined with highly competitive rates and outstanding customer service 
have contributed to the successful operation since 1980. 

http://www.autocandia.gr/

